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Abstract. Dark matter which scatters off ordinary baryonic matter with a relatively large
cross section cannot be constrained by traditional, deep underground WIMP experiments,
due to the energy loss of DM in the Earth’s atmosphere and crust. However, for a sufficiently
large cross section, DM particles in the GeV mass range can be captured and thermalized
within Earth, resulting in the accumulation of a DM atmosphere whose number density can
be as large as 1014 cm−3 at Earth’s surface. (If the DM-nucleon interaction is attractive and
bound states can be formed, most DM bind to nuclei and the density of the atmosphere would
be much lower.)
Neufeld and Brach-Neufeld performed experiments to constrain the DM-baryon scattering cross section of DM particles forming an atmosphere around Earth, by measuring the
evaporation rate of liquid nitrogen in a storage dewar within which various materials are
immersed. If the DM-nitrogen cross section is in an appropriate range, room temperature
DM would penetrate the dewar walls and scatter on the cold nitrogen, increasing its evaporation rate beyond the observed level. Limits on the cross section of DM with other materials
than nitrogen are obtained by adding known amounts of different materials; if the material
is heated by interactions with DM, that heats and evaporates the liquid nitrogen.
Because Born approximation is in general invalid in much of the relevant cross section
regime, and in fact gives dramatically incorrect results, it is non-trivial to interpret such experimental results as a limit on the DM-nucleon cross section. In this paper we derive the
constraints from the Neufeld experiments on the parameter space for DM-baryon scattering, with the interaction modeled as a Yukawa potential sourced by the finite sized nucleus.
Combining the dewar constraints with BBN, we exclude for the first time a cross section
above 10−26 cm2 for DM mass 0.8-5.5 GeV, for any sign interaction. One DM model that is
constrained is sexaquark (uuddss) DM with mass mX ∼ 2 GeV; it remains viable.
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1

Introduction

The possiblity of an interaction between dark matter (DM) and standard model particles has
been a driving force in the study of dark matter and new physics. In recent years, great
improvements have been made in direct detection searches for WIMP dark matter [1, 2]
and the limit on the spin-independent (SI) WIMP-nucleon cross section has been constrained
to be smaller than about 10−46 cm2 for dark matter with mX ∼ 10 to 100 GeV. On the
other hand, these deep underground experiments are generally insensitive to a cross section
above ∼ 10−30 cm2 because DM particles lose too much energy due to scattering with Earth’s
atmosphere and crust before reaching the detector [3–5]. One way to get rid of the overburden
is to perform the experiment above Earth’s surface and atmosphere. The XQC sounding
rocket experiment [6] has been used to place a limit in this cross section regime [5, 7–9].
However the minimum DM mass for which XQC is sensitive is limited by the energy threshold
of the detector, which is quite uncertain because the thermalization efficiency of the detector
for low energy nuclear recoils has never been measured. A ball-park estimate is that XQC
may be sensitive down to mX ∼ few GeV [5].
Robust cosmological and astrophysical constraints have also been obtained from CMB
observations [10] and from limits on anomalous heating of gas-rich dwarf galaxies [11], which
cover both the sub-GeV and above-GeV mass range with relatively large cross section bounds
of order 10−25 cm2 .1 Limits excluding DM with masses up to 0.3 GeV having a cross section
on nucleons in the 10−28 − 10−30 cm2 range been obtained by [15] using Xenon1T based on
up-scattering of DM by high energy cosmic rays.2 Figure 1 summarizes the robust constraints
for DM mass in the 0.1-100 GeV and cross sections above a micro-barn. The inadequacy of
the constraints for GeV-scale dark matter is striking. It is our aim in this paper to take steps
toward probing this DM mass and cross section range.
Recently, it was shown by Neufeld, Farrar and McKee [19] (NFM18 below) that dark
matter particles can be captured by the Earth, thermalize, and produce a dark matter atmosphere for the Earth. Dark matter particles concentrated in this way can have a number
density much higher than the Galactic average, reaching 1014 cm−3 at Earth’s surface for
mX = (1 − 2) mp if σ & 10−28 cm2 for a relevant combination of nuclei. NFM18 placed
constraints on DM-nucleus scattering cross section for this low energy, high concentration
component of DM from four considerations: the LHC beam life time, the orbital decay of
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), the thermal conductivity of the Earth’s crust and the
vaporization rates of cryogenic liquids in insulated dewars. In a follow-up paper Neufeld and
Brach-Neufeld [20] (NBN19 below) performed a search for anomalous heating of samples of
different materials containing different nuclei that are immersed in liquid nitrogen storage dewars. Any significant scattering of thermalized DM particles in their samples can result in a
increased evaporation rate of the liquid nitrogen. 27 atomic nuclei were included in the study
and constraints on nA σA have been reported for all of them, with all together 74 different A
(including isotopes) ranging from 1 to 142 including the isotopes.
1
If use of the Lyman-α forest to place constraints on small scale structure were valid, the CMB limits could
be improved to ∼ 10−26 cm2 . But structure can form on the Lyman-α scale from non-cosmological sources,
so these limits are not robust [12, 13]. Similarly, recent limits using Milky Way dwarf galaxies [14] may not
be robust. See [10] for a recent comprehensive study, for the first time correctly treating non-perturbative
effects which are important for the relatively large cross sections being probed and vitiate the simple Bornapproximation scaling of cross sections with nuclear size, A.
2
We note for completeness that the SENSEI experiment is sensitive to a range of DM masses below the
GeV scale, but only for DM which scatters on electrons.
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Figure 1. Limits on DM-nucleon spin-independent cross section. CR (gray) is obtained based on
cosmic ray up-scattering of DM [15]. For CMB (green) [10], gas cloud cooling (purple) [11], XQC
(blue) [5, 7–9] and CRESST surface detector (red) [5, 16], results obtained from the correct nonperturbative treatment in [17] are shown (for mediator mass mφ & GeV ). For XQC and CRESST,
colored region are conservatively excluded while solid and dashed lines indicate additional excluded
region if the sign of the interaction is determined to be attractive (solid) or repulsive (dashed). We
display the limit corresponding to a thermalization efficiency of 0.01; simple estimates suggest a higher
efficiency is implausible [5, 18].

Unfortunately, converting the NFM18 and NBN19 constraints on combinations of cross
sections for different nuclei to limits on the DM-nucleon cross section, as needed for constraining theoretical models, is highly non-trivial. The cross sections probed are in a range
in which σA has a strong non-monotonic dependence on the atomic mass number A of the
target nucleus [17, 18, 21, 22]. It is highly non-perturbative and Born approximation is not
applicable. However extracting the physics from the dewar limits is strongly motivated since
the GeV mass range is otherwise very poorly constrained. In particular, the sexaquark DM
candidate [18, 23], uuddss, falls in this mass and cross section regime.
In this paper we will show how to translate the limits on 74 different nA σA from NBN19
into constraints on parameter space for DM-baryon scattering modelled by a Yukawa potential, and finally obtain the combined constraint on σp , which covers the under-explored GeV
dark matter region in Fig. 1.
We begin by briefly summarizing in section 2 the method and results of NFM18 for
the Earth’s DM halo and the limits on DM-baryon interaction from the dewar experiment of
Neufeld and Brach-Neufeld in NBN19. In section 3 we show how to interpret the results of
the dewar experiment using a Yukawa potential as introduced in [17], and we put constraints
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on the parameter space (α, mX ), where α is the DM-baryon coupling. In section 4 we place
constraints on the DM-nucleon cross section σp and compare with limits obtained from other
experiments and observations. Then we summarize our work in section 5. Throughout the
paper we use the mediator mass mφ = 1 GeV as a benchmark; this is a natural value for
the sexaquark application and at the end of section 4 we discuss how the results change for
different mφ .

2

DM capture by Earth and Experimental Constraints

Here we briefly summarize the DM capture scenario in NFM18 and the DM-baryon cross
section limits in NFM18 and NBN19. Readers are encouraged to refer the original papers for
detailed information.
2.1

DM capture by Earth

2 with the halo DM, the total number of
Assuming Earth has an effective cross section πR⊕
DM particles intercepted by the Earth during its lifetime can be approximated as

NI =

2
t⊕ ρDM v⊕ πR⊕
mDM

(2.1)

where t⊕ = 4.55 Gyr is the age of the Earth, ρDM is the local DM mass density in the Galactic
plane, v⊕ is the mean relative velocity between Earth and Galactic DM halo particles, and
R⊕ = 6371 km is the radius of the Earth.
Of course, not all DM particles intercepted by the Earth are captured and gravitationally
bound since v⊕ is much greater than the escape velocity ves = 11.2 km/s. To become bound a
DM particle must suffer enough collisions to reduce its velocity below ves before it is reflected
back into space by the crust and atmosphere. Since we are focusing on DM that has a
hardronic cross section with baryons, the mean free path is much smaller than the Earth’s
radius so we do not need to consider DM that emerges at the other side of the Earth. NFM18
calculated the fraction of incident DM particles that are captured to be


−1/2
−1/2
2
2
fcap = 2π −1/2 N0
= 2π −1/2 ln ves
/v⊕
/ ln 1 − f¯KE
(2.2)


2 /v 2 / ln 1 − f¯
where N0 = ln ves
KE is the smallest mean number of collisions for DM to be
⊕
captured and
2mDM mA
f¯KE ≡
(2.3)
(mDM + mA )2
is the mean kinetic energy transfer for each collision. For a fiducial DM mass value mX = 2mp ,
and DM particles with velocity 200 km/s scattering in the atmosphere, fcap = 0.23. Ignoring
the loss of captured DM from the atmosphere and crust for now, the average number density
within the Earth’s whole volume is
3ffap t⊕ ρDM v⊕
4R⊕ mDM



  m −1
fcap
ρDM
v⊕
DM
14
= 2.46 × 10
cm−3 . (2.4)
0.23
0.3 (GeV/c2 ) cm−3
200 km s−1
mp

n̄DM =

It is clear from Eq. (2.4) that the captured DM could greatly exceed the Galactic average,
as much as ∼ 1014 larger for a mX ∼ GeV DM particle, which opens new channel for direct
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detection experiments if the DM number density at Earth’s surface is also large. Assuming
the DM particles are in thermal equilibrium with the local Earth’s crust and atmosphere, the
DM density profile can be solved from the following equation:
d ln pDM
mDM dΦ
mDM g(r)
GmDM Mr
=−
=−
=− 2
,
dr
kT (r) dr
kT (r)
r kT (r)

(2.5)

where pDM = nDM kT is the DM partial pressure, T (r) is the local temperature and Mr is the
mass within radius r. From this the DM number density at Earth’s surface, which is relevant
for direct detection experiments, is found. For example, assuming mDM = 2mp for sexaquark
DM [18, 23], it can be obtained that nDM (R⊕ ) = 0.74n̄DM .
Not all captured DM are retained. They can escape just like gas molecules in the upper
atmosphere. Equation (2.4) for n̄DM must be modified to include the loss of DM. If the
fractional loss rate is floss , then n̄DM will change with rate
3fcap ρDM v⊕
dn̄DM
− n̄DM floss ,
=
dt
4mDM R⊕

(2.6)

and achieve the final value today (assuming the capture and loss rate are roughly constant
throughout the history of the Earth)
n̄DM (t⊕ ) =

3fcap ρDM v⊕ t⊕ 1 − exp (−floss t⊕ )
×
.
4mDM R⊕
floss t⊕

(2.7)

The proper modelling of floss is the crux of determining the final DM number density
and possible direct detection signals. NFM18 gives two escape mechanisms that contribute to
floss : Jeans Escape from the Last Scattering Surface (LSS) and thermospheric Escape from
above the LSS. In the Jeans escape mechanism, captured DM particles thermalize with local
Earth’s material (crust or gas) and acquire a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution. The
LSS is defined such that particles with v > ves = 11.2 km/s and moving upwards will typically
escape and not scatter. I.e., the LSS is the surface such that the optical depth above that
surface equals unity. The location of the LSS, zLSS , depends on the scattering cross section
of DM with Earth’s nuclei and is defined through
Z ∞ X
A
nA (z)σ11
dz = 1,
(2.8)
zLSS A
A is the cross section measured at 11.2 km/s. The sum over A includes all nuclei in
where σ11
the atmosphere (z>0) or the crust (z<0). For the cross sections which can be probed here
(10−30 ∼ 10−20 cm2 ), the LSS is always at altitude z . 100 km where the temperature is
relatively stable and insensitive to the solar activity compared to the thermosphere. The
fractional loss rate due to Jeans escape is,


2

3nLSS vLSS
ves
Jeans
2
2
floss = 1/2
1+ 2
exp −ves
/vLSS
,
(2.9)
vLSS
2π R⊕ n̄DM

where nLSS , TLSS , vLSS = (2kTLSS /mDM )1/2 are the DM number density, temperature, and
velocity, each evaluated at the LSS.
On the other hand, above the LSS and z & 100 km, the atmosphere’s temperature rises
rapidly with z. These hot gas molecules carry much higher energy and can contribute to the
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loss rate of DM particles by scattering with them. NFM18 gives the loss rate per unit volume
at height z to be


X
1
−1/2
A
2
L(z) =
2π
nDM nA σ11 vT exp − mDM ves /kTeff β(τz ),
(2.10)
2
A

where Teff = 2f¯KE T (z). β(τ ) is the probability that a particle
with v > ves actually escapes
R1
rather than scattering again, and is given by β(τ ) = 12 0 exp(−τ /µ)dµ. τz is the optical
depth at z and is determined also by the cross sections:
Z ∞X
A
τz =
nA (z 0 )σ11
dz 0 .
(2.11)
z

A

The fractional loss rate due to thermospheric escape (TE) is
R∞
3 0 L(z)dz
TE
.
floss =
R⊕ n̄DM

(2.12)

TE is exponentially sensitive to the temperature at the thermosphere, which depends strongly
floss
on solar activity and could exhibit significant variation over geological timescales. Due to the
TE over the solar circle 1976–1985 is used
lack of solar observation data, the global averaged floss
by NFM18 to estimate nX . The limitation of this approximation is beyond the scope of this
paper. Finally, the total fractional loss rate is
TE
Jeans
+ floss
.
floss = floss

(2.13)

A for all A in the Earth, which depend on specific underlying DM model and
Given mX and σ11
parameters, Eq. (2.7) together with Eq. (2.5) can be used to obtain the DM density profile
captured by Earth, nX (r) and in particular the surface density nDM (R⊕ ) which is relevant
for direct detection experiments and the dewar experiment described below.

2.2

Dewar Experiment

NFM18 proposed a number of ways to exploit the large density of thermalized DM at the
surface of the Earth, to place new limits on the cross section for DM-nucleus scattering. These
include drag on the Hubble Space Telescope, limit on the lifetime of the LHC proton beams
due to scattering on DM in the beam pipe, and elevated evaporation rate of cryogens due to
DM penetrating the dewar walls and scattering on the cryogen. The drawback of the limits of
NFM18 is that they are for abundance-weighted cross sections over various nuclei and cannot
be easily interpreted given that Born approximation is not generally applicable. To address
this, Neufeld and Brach-Neufeld (NBN19) performed a series of dedicated dewar experiments
to place limits individually on the DM scattering cross section on 27 different nuclei.
NBN19 immersed samples of the key nuclei composing the Earth’s atmosphere and crust,
in liquid nitrogen storage dewars. If a sample is heated by scattering with the thermalized DM
particles, that heat will be transfered to the LN and increase its evaporation rate. Null results
are used to place constraints on DM-baryon scattering cross sections. Given the DM mass
A
mX the quantity being constrained is nDM (R⊕ ) σ300K
, which determines the heating rate
A
for the sample. σ300K stands for the average momentum transfer cross section between DM
and nucleus A, at room temperature T = 300K with mean speed v̄ = (8kTDM / (πmDM ))1/2 .
A
Notice that for a velocity dependent cross section, σ300K
can be different from the cross section
A
for scattering at escape velocity which enters σ11 .
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3

Constraints on Yukawa Interaction from the NBN19 dewar experiment

Obtaining limits on σXp from the NBN19 limits on heating, is quite involved. The general
approach is, in brief, the following; details are explained in individual subsections which follow.
Given any model of DM candidate with mass mX , its scattering cross section with baryons
can be expressed as a function of the underlying parameters of the interaction, which we aim
to constrain. (For a Yukawa interaction the parameters are the Yukawa coupling strength α,
the mediator mass mφ , and the nuclear mass distribution.) For a given choice of parameters,
A . This, together with m fixes n
we calculate σ11
X
DM (R⊕ ) as described in section 2.1. For the
A
A
same parameters we calculate σ300K
and check if nDM (R⊕ ) σ300K
is excluded by the dewar
experiment results described in section 2.2 or not. In this way, each point in the (mX , α)
parameter space can be excluded or is allowed.
For WIMPs, Born approximation is applicable and one can assume the simple scaling
relationship between DM-nucleus (with atomic mass number A) cross section σA and DMnucleon cross section σp ,
 2
µA
Born
σA
= σp
A2 .
(3.1)
µp
As a result, different direct detection experiments with different target nucleus can put limits
on (mX , σp ) and be compared in a model-independent manner. However, it has been pointed
out [17, 18, 21, 22] that when the cross section is large and the interaction is non-perturbative,
the cross section is a highly non-trivial function of the mass number A and the constraints
obtained from experiments cannot be translated to σp according to Eq. (3.1). This is the case
for the DM captured by Earth and the probed by the dewar experiment.
3.1

Interaction between DM and nucleus

In this paper we adopt the generic model of DM studied in Ref. [17] (XF21 below), where
scalar DM particles with mass mX interact with a nucleon through the exchange of a scalar
mediator of mass mφ . A Yukawa potential is the most general potential between pointlike
particles:
α
V (r) = − e−mφ r ,
(3.2)
r
with α > 0 for an attractive interaction. (For repulsive interaction we replace α → −α
to keep alpha positive in the plots.) The range of the interaction described by Eq. (3.2) is
m−1
φ , and mφ → 0 results in a Coulomb interaction; for sexaquark DM the mediator φ is the
flavor-singlet combination of ω and φ vector mesons with mass about 1 GeV.
As in XF21, the finite size of the nucleon and nucleus is accounted for by integrating
Eq. (3.2) within a uniform spherical charge density of radius r0 ,

1 − (1 + mφ r0 )e−mφ r0 sinh (mφ r)
(r < r0 )
3α
mφ r
V (r) = − 2 3 ×
(3.3)
−mφ r
mφ r0 [mφ r0 cosh (mφ r0 ) − sinh (mφ r0 )] e
(r ≥ r0 ) .
mφ r

(As shown in XF21, use of a form factor is not in general a correct procedure to represent
an extended source in the non-perturbative regime.) For nucleus with atomic number A, we
1
take α → Aα. r0 = R0 A 3 is the nucleus radius and R0 ∼ 1 fm.3 As described in XF21,
3

We have checked the sensitivity of our results to the uncertainty in the nuclear wave function by taking
different R0 values (0.9-1.2 fm) and using a different source distribution (uniform sphere vs. Wood-Saxon
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Figure 2. σA /σp as a function of A. Blue and tan lines are calculated numerically for attractive
1
and repulsive potential (3.3), with r0 = A 3 fm. Green dashed line is the prediction from Born
approximation (3.1).

when α ∼ O(0.1) or larger, the interaction is so strong that Born approximation is no longer
accurate. One must solve the Schrödinger equation numerically to obtain the phase shift and
the cross section.
There are some general features in this non-perturbative regime. (1) The cross section
is s-wave dominant due to the low energy involved, so the scattering is isotropic and we do
not distinguish between the total cross section and the momentum transfer cross section (2)
When the interaction is attractive, there are resonances and anti-resonances where the cross
section gets enhanced or reduced by several orders of magnitude. The resonance corresponds
the emergence of a zero energy bound state in the potential (3.3). (3) The cross section is
velocity independent at low velocities, except on an attractive resonance where it behaves like
σ ∼ v −2 ; near to but not on a resonance, the velocity dependence is complicated, with both
constant and v −2 regimes – see XF21 for details.
With the model interaction specified, we place constraints on the Yukawa parameter
space (α, mX ) for mφ = 1 GeV by calculating the cross sections for relevant A’s and velocities,
which using the NFM18 analysis gives the local number density at the surface of the Earth,
then using result of the dewar experiment we decide if the a given value of (α, mX ) is allowed
or excluded. We pick mφ = 1 GeV as a benchmark to show the non-triviality of the analysis.
Figure 2 shows σA /σp as a function of A for A ≤ 150 for mφ = 1 GeV. The deviation of
the A scaling from Born approximation (3.1) is evident, especially for the attractive interaction
where different nuclei can be close to resonance or anti-resonance. The repulsive interaction
doe not have resonances and the scaling with A is much weaker than predicted by Born
approximation.
potential). This basically just moves the exact location of resonances, e.g., as seen in Fig. 2. Thus except for
the details of the “frilly edges" seen in e.g. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, our results are insensitive to the assumptions of
the potential and we report values for the potential Eq. (3.3) with R0 = 1 fm.
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Figure 3. floss (α, mX ) for mφ = 1 GeV, with solid and dashed lines for attractive and repulsive
interaction respectively. Darker color corresponds to smaller floss and the numbers on the contour
lines indicate Log10 (floss /s−1 ). The "-17.2" contour is where floss t⊕ = 1. The gray solid (attractive)
and dashed (repulsive) line indicate where the LSS drops into the Earth’s crust from the atmosphere.
The thick-thin zone at mX = 2 GeV demarcates where Jeans escape dominates over thermosphreic
escape or vice versa.

3.2

The fractional loss rate floss

The sensitivity of the dewar experiment depends on the density of the thermalized DM on
the surface of Earth, which in turn is determined by the fractional loss rate floss defined in
Eq. (2.13). As noted, there are two contributions to the loss rate, Jeans escape and thermospheric escape (TE). To calculate floss (α, mX ) we must separately evaluate the contributions
Jeans (σ es ), where σ es is the
of Jeans and thermospheric escape. Fig. 5 of NFM18 gives floss
11
11
weighted sum of σ11 ’s for different nuclei, A, appropriate to atmosphere or crust, depending
atm & 2.5 × 10−26 cm2 the Last Scattering Suron where the Last Scattering Surface is. For σ11
atm
face is in the atmosphere; otherwise it is in the crust. Thus for each (α, mX ) we calculate σ11
es = σ atm . If not, we set σ es = σ cr . The thermospheric
and if it is . 2.5 × 10−26 cm2 , we set σ11
11
11
11
TE
atm
escape floss (σ11 ) can be calculated by the weighted sum of the contributions of individual
atmospheric nuclei A, given in Fig. 16 of NFM18. The sophistication of the NFM18 calculation of the DM atmosphere of Earth, including temperature and density profiles for dozens of
Jeans (σ es ) and f TE (σ atm ). We thank
nuclei, are embedded within these NFM18 results for floss
11
loss 11
the authors for providing tabular values of the results displayed in their Figs. 5 and 16.
Figure 3 shows the total loss rate function floss (α, mX ) for mφ = 1 GeV. The Jeans
loss and thermospheric loss can be ignored only when floss t⊕  1, i.e., to the right of the
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Figure 4. The number density of captured DM at Earth’s surface for attractive (left) and repulsive
(right) interaction, calculated assuming mφ = 1 GeV

Log10 (floss /s−1 ) = −17.2 contour line or roughly mX & 2 mp in Fig. 3. On the other hand,
if floss t⊕ is too large, captured nX will be too small to give any interesting new signals. In
general, as mX increases,
p the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution will concentrate to the low
speed side as vrms = 3kT /mX decreases, reducing the probability of v > ves and hence
floss . The gray solid (attractive) and dashed (repulsive) lines shows where the LSS moves
into the Earth’s crust from the atmosphere as α and σA decrease. This transition leads to a
discontinuity in floss as can be seen from the contours Log10 (floss /s−1 ) = (−17.2, −10, −5),
where Jeans escape dominates and LSS matters. Roughly speaking, for mX & 2 GeV or to
the RHS of the thick-thin green line, thermospheric escape is much larger than Jeans escape
and the position of LSS is not important, so there is no discontinuity in floss . The gray lines
for the LSS transition lie close to where Born approximation breaks down. A large cross
section, which cannot be achieved by Born approximation, is needed for scattering to happen
in the relatively thin atmosphere. When the LSS is in the crust, we are largely in the regime
of applicability of Born approximation and attractive and repulsive interactions are indistinguishable. Above the LSS lines, attractive and repulsive interaction give different prediction
and the non-perturbative effects of attractive resonance produce the jagged behavior seen in
the figure.
3.3

The number density at surface nX (R⊕ )

With the knowledge of floss and the DM profile nX (r) obtained by solving Eq. (2.5), we
can calculate the density of captured DM at Earth’s surface. Figure 4 shows nX (R⊕ ) in the
(α, mX ) plane with mφ = 1 GeV. For mX & 2 mp , the loss rate of DM can be ignored with
floss t⊕  1. As a result, the DM number density is only a function of DM mass mX and is
independent of the cross sections and α, leading to a vertical contour. As mX continues to
increase, NFM18 showed that the surface DM density drops rapidly because the DM density
profile becomes more and more concentrated towards the center of the Earth. For mX . 2
mp , the surface density of DM drops rapidly as mX decreases due to the increasing of floss .
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Figure 5. Exclusion region on (α, mX ) with mφ = 1 GeV, for an attractive (left) or repulsive (right)
interaction, applicable if the DM does not bind to nuclei. Colored regions shows limits from certain
nuclei. Black contours show limits for all nuclei combined. A =24 has a large contribution in both
cases.

In the perturbative regime for α . 0.1 and when Jeans escape is significant for mX . 2
mp , the density also drops as α decreases (as does the cross section) because the LSS enters
deeper into the crust where the temperature and floss are higher. The contours for a repulsive
interaction are similar to those for the attractive interaction, without the resonant structures
at α & 0.1.
From Fig. 4 we can see for mX ∼ (1 − 2) mp , the captured DM at the Earth’s surface
can have ∼ 14 orders of magnitude more concentration than that of the Galactic average.
These thermalized DM have energy E ∼ 3/2 × 300K ∼ 0.04 eV and small velocities < v >=
p
3T /m = 2.64 km/s (mX /GeV)−1/2  vesc = 11.2 km/s, producing an energy deposit way
below the threshold energy of existing direct detection experiments. Nonetheless, due to their
high concentration they can have detectable signals in the dewar experiment if they are not
bound to nuclei.
Our Fig. 4 for nX (R⊕ ) as a function of (α, mX ) can be compared to Fig. 6 of NFM18
es , m ), where σ es is a weighted sum of σ A . Both
where nX (R⊕ ) is shown as a function of (σ11
X
11
es
figures share some similar features since σ11 is roughly a increasing function of α except near
(anti-)resonances in the case of an attractive interaction.
3.4

Exclusion on (α, mX )

A
With nX (α, mX ) and σ300K
(α, mX ) we can place constraints on the (α, mX ) plane from
A
the dewar experiment, for each nucleus A. Notice that σ300K
is relevant for the heating of
A
samples in the dewar while σ11 is used to determine nX in the DM atmosphere. These two
cross sections are evaluated at two different characteristic velocities for each nucleus. In most
of the parameter space they are the same except on or near resonance where σA ∼ v −2 .
Calculating them separately gives us more accuracy near the resonance. See XF21 for more
information on velocity dependence.
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Figure 5 shows the exclusion region on (α, mX ) for 3 selected nuclei from the dewar
experiment (colored region) as well as the exclusion region for 74 nuclei combined (black
contour). Due to the non-perturbative scaling of cross sections as a function of α, mX and
A, and the variations of the experimental limit for different nuclei, different A cover different
region in the parameter space and one nucleus can be complimentary to another. Figure 5
gives a example of this complimentary coverage for the attractive (A =18 and 135) and
repulsive (A =1 and 140) interaction. This effect is especially important for the attractive
interaction, where the exclusion region is determined by the location of resonances and antiresonances, which can be quite different for different nuclei as shown in Fig. 2.
The jagged peninsula-like structures at the boundary of the attractive figure are due
to the (anti-)resonances. As emphasized in XF21, the exact location of the resonances are
sensitive to mφ and the nuclear wave function which we modelled crudely as a finite square
well. So the boundary should be considered blurry. Conservatively, we just remove the
peninsulas in final bounds.
As a result, in order to thoroughly explore the parameter space, a scan over atomic
mass number A is important. This was done in the dewar experiment by changing the sample
in the dewar and doing the measurement again. Combining results from experiments with
different target nuclei also helps to close the gaps, as was done previously in XF21 for XQC
(A =28), CMB (A =1,4) and CRESST (various A involved).
The exclusion regions for each individual nuclei are included in the appendix (Fig. 8 and 9),
where the contribution from each A is shown. For both the attractive and repulsive interaction, the largest contribution to the overall exclusion happens to come from Mg-24, which
24
gives σ300K
≤ 10−27 cm2 according to NBN19 (for nX = 1014 cm3 and mX = 2mp ). In the
dewar experiment, Mg-24 generates one of the strongest constraints for all nuclei. In fact,
several nuclei give fairly strong constraints, including N-14, Mg-24 and Al-27. On the other
hand, certain nuclei gave poor limits on the heating rate thus excluding little area in the
(α, mX ) plane, e.g. Sr-38 and Ba-130. In the non-perturbative regime, there is no a priori
way to know which nucleus will give the best result.
As seen in Fig. 5, the dewar experiment is best for constraining mX ∼ 0.5 − 10 GeV,
A
beyond which the DM density is too low according to Fig. 4, requiring a cross section σ300K
needed to saturate the limit that cannot be reached for any (α, mX ) in our Yukawa potential
model. Our work here, assuming pointlike DM interacting through a Yukawa potential, could
be elaborated to apply to DM with an extended spatial distribution, allowing limits to be
placed on the size of DM particles from the dewar experiments.
3.5

Possibility of DM capture by nuclei

A caveat concerning the analysis of the previous section is that – in the case of an attractive
interaction – capture of a DM particle by a nucleus removes that DM particle from participation in heating the cryogens. If an attractive potential is strong enough to generate a
resonance, it is also capable of accommodating DM-nucleus bound states. In fact, the resonance in the elastic scattering cross section exactly corresponds to a zero energy bound state,
a familiar result from introductory quantum mechanics [24]. Larger values of α imply deeper
and deeper binding, eventually leading to multiple bound states for a given nucleus.
An important feature of the extended Yukawa potential Eq. (3.3), is that for a fixed α,
there is a minimum A for the formation of a bound state. Amin (α) is a decreasing function of
α, so for α large enough essentially all nuclei have bound states with DM particles. This leads
to an immediate requirement, that α must be small enough that DM does not bind to 4 He
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Figure 6. Exclusion region on (α, mX ) for mφ = 1 GeV for an attractive interaction, taking into
account DM-nucleus binding. The cross-hatched region is excluded by requiring DM and 4 He cannot
bind. If DM can bind with U-238 or lighter nuclei, the dewar experiment loses sensitivity so the
white region above the U-238 line cannot be excluded based on bounds from the dewar experiments.
Everything within the blue contour is conservatively excluded, assuming a full DM atmosphere in the
absence of binding for A > 238. With additional work on the constraints on DM binding, the upper
edge of the exclusion region can likely be pushed up marginally.

(cross-hatched region in Fig. 6), otherwise a large fraction of the 4 He produced in primordial
nucleosynthesis would actually be a 4 He-DM bound state, and helium atoms would have a
mass roughly mX larger than observed.
The DM capture process is similar to neutron capture by a heavy nucleus. A detailed
discussion of the capture process, including calculation of capture cross sections and abundances of the exotic bound state nuclei will be presented elsewhere [25]. In the following,
we assume – in a very good approximation – that all thermalized DM are bound to some
nucleus, if α is large enough that a bound state exists for any sufficiently abundant nucleus
in the Earth.
Taking into account that dewar experiments are not constraining if a DM atmosphere
does not exist due to DM binding to nuclei, we conservatively identify the α range such that
DM does not bind to 238 U, one of the heaviest yet still abundant elements in Earth’s crust.
In Fig. 6, the white region within the originally excluded range (left panel of Fig. 5) shows
where thermalized DM binds to U-238 or lighter elements, and the dewar experiment loses
its sensitivity. If Pb rather than U were the lightest mass nucleus able to bind DM, the reach
in σp increases by < 20%.
One further potential caveat for using the dewar experiments’ limits, is that they rely on
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the wall of the dewar (made of 27 Al) being transparent to the DM particles. If instead the DM
particles thermalize inside the wall rather than heating the liquid inside the dewar, the derived
limits are invalid. NFM18 obtained a conservative gauge of the dewar technique’s validity:
that the DM-27 Al scattering length be longer than the thickness of the dewar, ∼ 1 cm. To
27
saturate that limit requires σ300K
& 4 × 10−21 cm2 . (A more detailed calculation would take
into account that multiple scatterings are required to reduce the effective temperature of DM
from 300K to the liquid nitrogen temperature, ∼ 77K, requiring a still larger cross section.)
A cross section this large cannot be achieved with a repulsive interaction and pointlike dark
matter, which is bounded by the range of the potential [17, 22]. If the interaction is attractive,
this value is still very large and almost saturates the s-wave unitary bound σs−wave ≤ 4π/(µv)2
where µ is the reduced mass (see XF21). However α producing a resonance for Al is wellwithin the regime where the DM is expected to be bound to He-4, which is excluded by BBN,
so this caveat does not impact the applicability of dewar experiment limits.

4

Exclusion on (σp , mX ) and comparison with other limits

We can now go from our exclusion on (α, mX ) to the excluded region in the DM-proton cross
section and DM mass (σp , mX ) plane, using the exact relationship for σp (mX , α) calculated
for the extended Yukawa potential (taking the proton to be a sphere of radius 1 fm). This
enables us to compare the dewar experiment limits with the limits obtained in XF21 from
XQC, CMB, CRESST and Milky Way gas cloud cooling.
For a repulsive potential the procedure is straightforward because there is a one-to-one
correspondence between α and σp so an excluded (α, mX ) implies an excluded (σp , mX ).
However, as can be seen in Fig. 9 of XF21, there is not a 1-1 correspondence for an attractive interaction in the resonance region. This generates a complication in deriving the
excluded region in (σp , mX ) for an attractive interaction due to the resonances, which we
also encountered in XF21. (See Fig.11 and corresponding discussion in XF21.)
The procedure adopted is the following. First, focus on the range 0.001 < α ≤ 10. For
a particular mX , a given value of σp is allowed if there exists an α ≤ 10 such that that α
is allowed in Fig. 5 (left, for the attractive case), or in Fig. 6 if DM-nucleus binding makes
dewar limits inapplicable, and σp = σp (α) calculated from the Yukawa potential (3.3). Any
σp > σp (α = 0.001) that is not allowed will be excluded. This minimum value α = 0.001
is small enough that Born approximation holds and σp (α) is a monotonic function below
this point, so that no smaller α can produce the given σp . However, because σp is not
monotonically increasing for α > 10 due to the existence of (anti-)resonances, it is possible
that some σp not possible for smaller α will turn out to be realized for a higher allowed
α > 10. While this complication was important for the analysis of XF21a, the issue does not
arise when interpreting the dewar experiments, thanks to our having derived an upper limit
on α in the attractive case from non-binding of DM and 4 He, which is within the test range
α < 10 for mφ = 1 GeV and mX = 0.1 − 100 GeV, so determination of the excluded region
in (σp , mX ) is robust.
Figure 7 shows the exclusion region in the (σp , mX ) plane for mφ = 1 GeV, for both
attractive and repulsive interactions. The conservative limits obtained in XF21 from XQC,
CMB, CRESST and Milky Way gas clouds using a fully non-perturbative treatment rather
than the previously-used incorrect Born-approximation scaling of cross section dependence
on A, with similar procedures as the present paper, and the Xe1T limits at low mass using [],
are also shown. Colored regions are robustly excluded, whether the interaction is attractive
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Figure 7. The new exclusion regions derived here, on (σp , mX ) from the Neufeld dewar experiment
are shown in orange. Excluding the upper cross-hatched portion is only possible thanks to having
both the dewar limit – applicable for repulsive interactions – and the non-existence of exotic 4 He-DM,
in the attractive case. Previous constraints obtained in XF21 and [15] are also shown. Colored regions
are conservatively excluded. Solid and dashed lines show the perimeter of additional regions which
become excluded if the sign of the interaction is specified to be attractive (solid) or repulsive (dashed).
The window in the dewar experiment for an attractive interaction is above the binding of DM to U238. The light grey contour indicates the boundary of the region (imprecise in its detail) which could
be excluded if the interaction were attractive but the dewar limit were nevertheless applicable; a
concrete realization of such a scenario is not known. The plot is valid for mediator mass ≥ 1 GeV;
for light mediators it is only approximate as discussed in the text.

or repulsive, while the solid and dashed lines mark the boundaries of additional excluded parameter space if the sign of the interaction is determined or postulated to be attractive (solid)
or repulsive (dashed). The orange region with cross-hatching is excluded for an attractive
interaction by non-observation of exotic 4 He-DM bound states produced in BBN, and by the
dewar experiment if the interaction is repulsive. Additionally, in case the interaction is attractive but for some reason DM binding to nuclei does not evade the dewar limits, the limit
which would be derived from the dewar experiment is indicated by the light grey contour,
with the exact positions of the jagged “peninsulae" dependent on uncertain details of the
nuclear wave function.
Our results are displayed in Fig. 7 and earlier, for a mediator mass mφ = 1 GeV. However
these plots apply rather accurately to mφ > 1 GeV as well. This is because when mφ & GeV
(so that rA  1/mφ ), the extended Yukawa potential can be approximated by a uniform
spherical well with radius rA and depth V0 ∝ α/m2φ . As a result, the cross sections σA are
only a function of α/m2φ . Figures 5 and 6 remain the same for a larger mφ except for a
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rescaling of the α axis according to α ∼ m2φ and our limits on (σp , mx ) in Fig. 7 will not be
changed. For lighter mφ a general analytic argument is not available, but the limits are quite
insensitive to mφ down to ∼ 1 MeV, as shown in XF21. For MeV . mφ . GeV, the cross
sections cannot be obtained by any simple re-scaling of the mφ = GeV result and everything
needs to be re-calculated. As mφ decreases further, there are analytical expressions for the
cross section. For 0.1 MeV . mφ . MeV, Born approximation for a point Yukawa potential
can be used. For mφ  MeV, the classical fitting functions given in [26, 27] provide a good
description. See XF21 for more details.
To recapitulate this section, we have derived the constraints placed by the NBN19 dewar experiment on the interactions of a GeV-mass dark matter particle with nucleons. The
constraints are a valuable addition to direct detection limits from XQC and CRESST which
suffer from an uncertain minimum mass threshold due to the unknown thermalization efficiency th ; this was originally uncritically assumed to be unity, but in fact could be extremely
small [5, 17] (Fig. 7 shows the limits taking th = 1%.) If the interaction is attractive and
DM-nucleus bound states can be formed, there is still an open window for GeV dark matter
with a large cross section in the non-perturbative regime: σp ∼ 10−29 to 10−26 cm2 . In this
region, almost all thermalized DM would bind to nuclei so the dewar experiment is insensitive.

5

Summary

We have derived new limits on the interaction cross section with nucleons, of dark matter in
the previously nearly unconstrained ∼1-2 GeV mass range. We exclude a DM-nucleon cross
section σp > 10−26 − 10−26.3 cm2 , representing roughly an order-of-magnitude improvement
over the previous best limits from the CMB and Milky Way gas clouds. We also exclude a
roughly 1-decade domain centered on 10−30 cm2
Our limits are obtained from an entirely new approach based on the rate of evaporation of
cryogens. For dark matter mass in this range, and DM-nucleus scattering cross sections above
∼ 10−30 cm2 , Neufeld, Farrar and McKee [19] showed that dark matter interactions with
nuclei in the Earth and its atmosphere produce a significant enhancement in the concentration
of dark matter bound to the Earth. NFM18 determined the abundance of dark matter, taking
into account Jeans and thermospheric losses, and derived several new limits on the DM-baryon
cross section exploiting the concentrated atmosphere of thermalized DM particles. One of the
techniques was based on the evaporation rate of cryogens. Neufeld and Brach-Neufeld [20]
systematically extended these limits by measuring the evaporation rate of liquid nitrogen in
dewars in which a diversity of materials had been immersed.
It is non-trivial to interpret the results of the dewar experiments as a limit on σp , due
to the non-perturbative behavior of the cross sections and lack of a simple scaling with A.
We have developed a general and rigorous procedure which we applied to the NBN19 results,
assuming a Yukawa interaction sourced by the nucleus XF21. This enabled us to place the
constraints shown in Fig. 7, which are valid for a mediator mass mφ & 1 GeV. For MeV
< mφ < 1 GeV our procedure still works and the constraints on the (σp , mφ ) remain roughly
the same, but the analysis should be re-done for maximal precision.
The dewar experiment can probe smaller dark matter mass than the previously-used
direct detection experiments such as XQC and CRESST, thanks to the high concentration of
thermalized DM and the absence of an energy threshold. Having an alternative to XQC and
CRESST is also important because interpreting those experiments for low mass DM requires
making some assumption about the efficiency with which the (very small) kinetic energy of a
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recoil nucleus is thermalized. Until this is measured, the low-mass reach of these experiments
cannot be trusted [5, 17].
If the DM-nucleon interaction is attractive and strong enough that dark matter can be
captured by sufficiently massive nuclei in the Earth rather than forming a dark matter atmosphere, the dewar experiments are not sensitive. In this case, the DM-nucleus bound states
appear as exotic isotopes of nuclei[18]. Bounds on the abundance of such exotic isotopes, if
sufficiently strong, could themselves put constraints on the DM-nucleon interaction. Furthermore, the photon radiated in the capture process could potentially be detected. We leave
analysis related to the DM-nucleus binding to a future work.
In sum, the dewar experiment in combination with the knowledge that 4 He does not
form bound states with the dark matter, leads to the strongest limit to date for 1 < mX . 3
GeV: σp < (10−26 − 10−26.3 ) cm2 . The dewar experiments provide a further excluded range
on 1.3-4 GeV dark matter: the region around σp ∼ 10−30 cm2 . These limits are not yet
strong enough to be restrictive on the possibility that dark matter is composed of sexaquarks
because the general limit is at the top of the expected range [28] and the conditional limit is
not constraining, since the sign of the dark matter coupling to the mediator is unknown.
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Exclusion on (α, mX ) for all nuclei in the Dewar Experiment
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Figure 8. Exclusion region on (α, mX ) and mφ = 1 GeV for each A for attractive interaction in the
dewar experiment. The blue region are excluded from all the 74 different A combined and the darker
region shows contribution from the labeled A. The axes are in Log scale with mX /mp ∈ [0.1, 100]
and α ∈ [10−3 , 10]. Grid lines indicate mX /mp = (0.5, 1, 2, 5) and α = (10−2 , 10−1 , 1).
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Figure 9. Exclusion region on (α, mX ) and mφ = 1 GeV for each A for repulsive interaction in the
dewar experiment. The blue region are excluded from all the 74 different A combined and the darker
region shows contribution from the labeled A. The axes are in Log scale with mX /mp ∈ [0.1, 100]
and α ∈ [10−3 , 10]. Grid lines indicate mX /mp = (0.5, 1, 2, 5) and α = (10−2 , 10−1 , 1).
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